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I. Talent and the 21st-Century Economy

Talent — what it is, how to grow it, how to keep it, where it exists, and how to attract it — has become a preoccupation for all developed and emerging economies, as well as many developing ones, because it lies at the heart of economic growth and competitiveness. And although countries within each of these three universes look at the issue through different lenses, all are keenly interested in keeping their talent and attracting others’ — and all struggle with how to produce more of the human capital needed for fueling growth. It is such talent — the mathematicians, engineers, scientists, and information and communications technologists — and particularly the elite class among these professionals, that is the focus of this paper.

At the core of this quest is the recognition that the now almost seamless global interdependence rewards knowledge-driven processes and products with little regard for ownership and location. And despite, some will argue because of, today’s deepening economic woes, this tendency will only intensify.

Several developments have made the search for foreign talent a policy priority for increasing numbers of governments and a fascinating subject for study. First and foremost among them is an increasing appreciation of the fact that relatively small differences in talent can lead to large differences in results and, eventually, economic outcomes. In a world where critical-mass levels of capital, knowledge, and talent pools are proliferating, the value of innovation and successful “first-to-market” results can be enormous. Second, many, if not most, wealthy countries have been producing less of the talent they need and are coming to rely more on foreign-born and/or foreign-educated talent, a topic we take up later in this paper. Third, countries such as India and China have made massive investments in expanding their human capital, which has increased the talent pool in ways inconceivable a few years ago. In turn, this expanded talent pool has encouraged more countries to enter the hunt for talent. Finally, the burgeoning talent needs of these fast-emerging economies means the picture will soon become more complex than in earlier days, when the talent pool was much more limited — as were the needs of those countries that “went fishing” in it. In this last regard, the talent needs of the most developed economies might not be the game-changing variable in the longer run. Instead, it is likely to be the needs of the fast-growing, emerging economies and of the many middle-income countries that are now net contributors to the pool that will complicate matters enormously — with an insatiable China and India in the lead.

A policy tour around the world makes clear that for a growing number of countries, attracting the “right” talent is already at the top of the policy toolkit for increasing economic competitiveness. And the European Union is inches away from making a final decision to adopt a Blue Card for qualified non-EU nationals whose skills EU Member States need.

What is at the root of this intensifying focus on talent? Several mutually reinforcing forces are at work.

---

• The first is today’s relentless quest among corporations and governments for competitive advantage, which fuels a sometimes reckless “just-in-time” approach to skills. National education and training institutions cannot possibly meet all such needs. Hence the importance of allowing firms to supplement their workforces with workers from abroad.

• The second is the simple fact that most national educational and training systems are notoriously resistant to change due to ingrained educational and training bureaucracies and prevailing philosophical traditions that favor such established (and important in their own right) study subjects as philosophy, political science, history, etc. As a result, these systems produce workers with credentials and skills that although crucial to building thoughtful and vibrant societies are deeply misaligned with some of the most critical needs of competitive global firms.

• The third is another “simple” fact: many firms have found it too advantageous to procure talent wherever it can be found rather than growing it themselves (although these very same firms spend enormous sums to train and retrain their employees).

• The fourth is a multilevel challenge and appears to be beyond the ability of any policymaker to deal effectively with so far: the effects of demographic change, and particularly of the double squeeze of long-declining fertility (a reality that weighs down many East Asian and European societies) and rising longevity, with all the implications for labor markets and health and retirement supports.

• The fifth is perhaps more of a derivative cause, but for many countries, it is an extremely important one. It focuses on the rewards that some societies have bestowed on certain skills, such as financial-sector and legal skills, and the market-skewing effect of these rewards. It takes much less time (and fewer “hard” skills) to earn such degrees relative to earning a PhD in mathematics or the sciences. When one considers the much lower relative compensation for a PhD and, in highly hierarchical research and academic settings, the social-standing deficit and lack of independence these advanced degree holders often confront, one understands better why so many very talented domestic students in many wealthy societies are attracted to management and legal programs.

The combined effects of these forces become completely predictable. High-income industrial countries do not produce enough graduates — let alone world-class graduates — in mathematics, the sciences, engineering, the health professions, etc. to meet their firms’ and the broader economy’s needs. And the best among those they do produce they lose to other developed countries with more competitive firms, much better-funded universities and research and development (R&D) facilities, greater opportunities for advancement, and at times much more attractive compensation packages. The result is firms and governments giving increasing priority to trying to attract highly skilled foreign nationals.

This and similar analyses have led many to suggest that wealthy countries are somehow engaged in an increasingly heated, and zero-sum configured, “race for talent.” Such a

---

characterization, however, may be both misleading and misguided. It is also intended more to generate excitement (and thus force a specific government response) than to inform and lead to a reasoned discussion about the elements of competitiveness and how to pursue them in an intelligent, integrated, and self-sustaining manner.

The race analogy may mislead because it somehow suggests in a completely reductionist manner that firms and countries are really in some sort of a head-to-head competition for “talented foreigners”—with talent reduced to foreigners with a university degree. And it is misguided because it can lead to poorly thought-out initiatives (like the EU Blue Card) that seek to somehow capture a “share” of a scarce “good.”

In fact, there is no evidence of scarcity of run-of-the-mill university graduates. Of course, well-prepared graduates around the world can apply to a number of points selection systems, just as they might apply for jobs with any number of global companies. But very few of them are competitive applicants and because the selection criteria vary significantly, the “head-to-head” competition is small. And if there were a race, the “price” for university-educated foreigners would have risen measurably. If anything, however, a recurring theme in the immigration literature about the employment of skilled (read “college-educated”) foreigners is that their wages are often not commensurate with those recruited directly from local labor pools — suggesting that in far too many instances the real race is for obtaining rather generic skills at a discount. Furthermore, and reinforcing the same point, most governments have not taken seriously the fact that far too many college-educated foreigners are almost systematically underemployed when it comes to working in their profession and at levels and compensation commensurate with their qualifications. And instead of addressing this problem directly, immigration systems’ policymakers focus on expanding their foreign-student populations.

Foreign students are not only valued as recruitment pools but have the additional attraction of typically paying enormous sums for tuition. And many do so hoping host-country employers might recruit them, thus allowing them to work in the country in which they are studying. Hence, whatever competition does take place is for foreign students and by prospective students seeking both a better education and a work visa — and eventually, permanent residence. This process has only a vague relationship to a race for talent.

Moreover, when governments fish either directly or through their corporate actors in the global talent pool, they do not drain the pool of workers because they only take a relatively small share of that pool. Most business leaders are aggressively seeking to attract and hire highly skilled foreign workers as part of their competitive strategy, but they know that immigration is only a partial, albeit important, answer to filling their skill needs. It is with the truly skilled — Harvard Business School Professor Rosabeth Moss Kanter’s “thinkers” or former US Labor Secretary Robert Reich’s “symbolic analysts” — that is, those who specialize in concepts, can manipulate abstract images, and/or have highly specialized skill sets and relevant experience — where one senses some competition. However, this type of

---

competition has existed for decades. And with the talent pool being constantly replenished (primarily as a result of major and ongoing investments in education, most notably by China, India, and the European Union), even that competition may be generating virtuous circles whereby greater numbers of gifted students and young scientists sharpen their qualifications so as to make themselves even more appealing to global employers.5

Assuming that policymakers understand what it means to access talent in the 21st-century economy, they must keep in mind several considerations when seeking to enable their corporate citizens or otherwise directly attract highly skilled immigrants to their countries through government-led immigrant-selection schemes. First, governments must consult on an ongoing basis with the business community to understand its always evolving needs. Second, immigration policymakers need to become and remain very well versed on how global businesses operate in today’s knowledge-driven economy in order to align the immigration system with their best firms’ priorities. Third, government leaders must also understand the decision-making calculus that highly skilled individuals — the most talented among workers — use to decide whether to move abroad to pursue work.

Of course, there is no single approach or strategy that governments must adopt to make their countries attractive to highly skilled workers from abroad. However, policymakers would do well to heed the advice leading global business strategists offer multinational corporations on how to make their businesses more competitive in the 21st-century economy. In essence, governments must institute policies and build immigration systems that create value for potential immigrants. And for those governments that are so inclined, marketing campaigns that promote their countries as attractive destinations for well-trained immigrants will also be a priority.

Governments smart enough to have a comprehensive, strategic vision for approaching today’s global economy and nimble enough to adjust their education, training, and immigration systems to meet current and projected labor needs will ultimately be those that reap the greatest benefits for their citizens from an evermore interlinked global pool of skilled workers.

II. Competitiveness in the 21st-Century Economy

Human capital — an individual’s skills, education, experience, drive, initiative, and even such innate personal characteristics as personality — lies at the heart of competitiveness. It drives the creation of value that makes firms and, by extension, a nation’s economy competitive and shapes the opportunities and living standards of workers throughout the economy.6 It stands to reason, then, that building up, seeking out, and capitalizing on the talent of highly

---

5 See the recent body of work by Oded Stark, discussed in Papademetriou et al, Hybrid Immigrant-Selection Systems.
skilled workers should be a policy priority for both firms and countries wishing to fuel their knowledge-driven economies in the 21st century.  

More specifically, competitiveness today depends primarily on the following factors:

- Educational and workforce-development systems that are constantly reviewed and able to adapt so as to function effectively together — and work cooperatively with the private sector — to produce workers able to fill the jobs high-knowledge-content economies require.
- Social and cultural environments that value, even celebrate, work and support lifelong learning.
- Great universities that educate the thinkers, scientists, technologists, health professionals, and engineers who can produce the next round of scientific, social, institutional, governance, and technological innovations.
- Private and public-sector R&D investments that nurture and support such innovations and help take them to market.
- Great companies with human capital and locational investment policies that are economically forward-looking yet committed to the communities of which they are part.
- Governments that create and maintain supportive, predictable policy environments which enable all of the above to take root and grow.

Increasingly, however, one more factor has become crucial to economic vitality and competitiveness: international migration. As a result, the 21st century is also set to be an age of large and growing human mobility; the multiplication of countries systematically looking to mobility to enhance their economies is evidence of that. (Until 2000-2001, only a handful of countries did so methodically; today, nearly two dozen do so.) While people with substantial human capital may not move nearly as freely as global goods and services — and nothing moves as seamlessly as capital and, increasingly, knowledge — human mobility has become one of globalization’s defining features.

Companies and governments reach out to international migrants for several reasons. Two are of particular and growing relevance for advanced economies (and soon enough for many middle-income ones, too): skill deficits and mismatches and, in an expanding number of instances, absolute labor shortages due to aging populations and decades-long low fertility (particularly relevant in much of Europe and East Asia).

---

7 In this paper we define the highly skilled broadly, to comprise those with more than a bachelor’s degree in growth supporting occupations, those in persistently scarce disciplines (such as mathematics and the physical sciences), and those in occupational categories that refer to experienced “managers” and “professionals.”
8 Considering the often massive costs and long time horizons of moving from concept, to product, to market, public/private and cross-institutional partnerships — within and increasingly across countries — will become even more routine than they are today.
9 See Papademetriou et al, Hybrid Immigrant-Selection Systems.
10 People with less human capital also move, but so far in this young century do so mostly outside of legal channels.
And indeed, human mobility has never been higher. Developed countries are in fact in an era of sustained immigration — an age of mobility — where the drivers just identified and the quest for more competitive economies will ensure that all forms of immigration will continue in the decades ahead. Today, an estimated 3 percent of the world’s population — some 200 million people — are living outside their countries of birth, with Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries having experienced the largest increase in migration over the past three decades. Immigrants constituted 4.5 percent of the OECD population in 1975 but their share rose to 8.3 percent by 2005. That share rises an additional one-third (to around 13 percent) if we remove from the OECD total the five OECD countries whose populations are less than 2 percent foreign born (Turkey, Mexico, Japan, South Korea, and Poland) and include estimates of illegally resident immigrants. In 2005, 60 percent of the world’s immigrants lived in Europe or North America (another 26 percent resided in Asia) although intra-OECD migration accounts for 45 percent of all migration to the OECD.

In this era of increasing mobility, deepening economic interdependence, and rising interest in skilled workers, strategies for attracting and selecting the most talented must change dramatically if firms and countries are to become or remain competitive.

The Demand for and Supply of Talent in the Age of Mobility

Advanced industrial countries from Japan and Taiwan to South Korea, Singapore, and Australia, and on both sides of the Atlantic, have been showing growing interest in augmenting their human-capital pool through immigration. For instance, in 2008, South Korea established a Presidential Council on National Competitiveness; one of its goals is to draw in “global talent.” Singapore touts itself as a “talent capital” and its prime minister boasts about the country’s English-speaking environment, one of his island nation’s most important attractions (relative to its East Asian competitors). Japan aims to attract 300,000 foreign students to its universities by 2020, up from 132,460 today.

Nor are these Pacific nations alone in that quest. Australia is probably the most aggressive (and successful) player in the global human-capital-accumulation sweepstakes and both New Zealand and Hong Kong are also very active. And by any measure, China and India may be poised to leave everybody else in the region behind in the next decade or so as they focus
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14 Demetrios Papademetriou, The International Migration System Today and in the Years Ahead: Implications for Policy. (Washington, DC: Migration Policy Institute, 2008).
ever greater energy (and resources) on attracting home many of their most talented citizens and many other very talented foreigners.

On the other side of the globe, in the Atlantic area, Canada is a very large, systematic, and aggressive player but none seems more determined to grow its talent pool than certain EU Member States (especially the United Kingdom and the Nordic countries), and the European Union itself — although so far virtually all of the EU-wide efforts have focused on growing the Union’s own talent. (Among EU Member States, the United Kingdom is the most important exception.) In fact, since 2000, the EU-27’s share of researchers has grown at double the pace of either the United States or Japan, even though on average the EU-27 still have proportionately fewer researchers than either the United States or Japan. For instance, in 2006, the number of full-time researchers per 1,000 workers was 5.6 in the EU-27, 9.3 in the United States, and 10.7 in Japan, amounting, respectively, to 1.3 million researchers for the EU-27, 1.4 million for the United States, and 710,000 for Japan. (China had 1.2 million in the same year.) Similarly, employment in science and technology occupations in the European Union has been growing at double the rate of overall employment for the majority of non-EU OECD countries.

But when it comes to attracting foreign-born talent, both the most talented and “mere” university graduates, no country comes close to the United States. This is a function of a host of still formidable advantages the United States has. These include a prohibitive edge in top universities and dozens of the largest and most competitive global corporations; an environment — and the accompanying public narrative — that accepts and rewards talent regardless of place of birth; the ability to provide total compensation packages that offer great returns to those who have made serious investments in their own human capital; and an immigration system that despite being creaky and inefficient, and full of contradictory goals, still offers multiple opportunities for talented foreigners to be employed by US firms.

While demand for skilled workers is intensifying, their supply has also been growing briskly. Yet only a tiny proportion of the workers now in the global workforce, and in all likelihood also from those joining that workforce in the next two decades, is likely to possess the skills developed economies need. And even much of the human capital being grown in emerging
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18 The EU-27 includes the countries that joined the European Union in the 2004 and 2007 accession rounds. The 27 countries are Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.
20 Ibid.
22 The International Monetary Fund estimates that the global supply of all workers quadrupled between 1980 and 2005 while the World Bank forecasts that the global labor supply would grow by 1 percent every year between 2001 and 2030, to reach 4.1 billion workers. Ninety percent of those workers will live in the developing world and 40 percent of them will come from India and China alone. (See International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook: Spillovers and Cycles in the Global Economy (Washington DC: International Monetary Fund, 2007), http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2007/01/pdf/text.pdf and The World Bank, Global Economic Prospects 2007: Managing the Next Wave of Globalization (Washington,
and middle-income countries is not of adequate quality to be attractive to discerning global-
level end users. Moreover, the countries that are making the human-capital investments are
not using it properly.

The pool of college graduates in India, for instance, is indeed growing but many of the
college educated still run into obstacles in finding employment. Indeed, many skills are
“going to waste.” According to India’s 2001 census, college graduates were less likely to
find a job than middle- or high-school graduates. As a result, many of the best and wealthiest
seek education and job opportunities abroad. More than half of California’s college
graduates in mid-decade were from India, the Philippines, China, and South Korea.

Nonetheless, the numbers of college graduates in India and China are growing rapidly. In
India, college graduates jumped from 2.4 percent of the population in 1991 (20.5 million
people) to 4.5 percent in 2005 (48.7 million), while in China the number of PhD graduates
in science and engineering is projected to be larger than those graduating from US
universities by 2010.

Firms, Nations, and Individuals

Globalization has brought about enormous changes in most everything that firms and
governments do but it has also challenged — and changed — human institutions, the value
of talent, and how it is recruited. The resulting global market for talent has three
protagonists — businesses, governments, and skilled and highly skilled individuals
themselves. Specifically:

- A growing number of firms and, increasingly, entire economic sectors (such as the
technology sector) now operate on a global scale. This reality both expands their
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24 Hans P. Johnson and Deborah Reed, Can California Import Enough College Graduates? (San Francisco:
Public Policy Institute of California, 2007), http://www.ppic.org/content/pubs/ccacounts/CC_507HJCC.pdf.
25 Rajesh Shukla, India Science Report: Science Education, Human Resources and Public Attitudes
26 Richard B. Freeman, “Labor Market Imbalances: Shortages, or Surpluses, or Fish Stories?” (paper
presented at the Boston Federal Reserve Economic Conference ‘Global Imbalances – As Giants Evolve,’
27 Globalization accelerates and deepens the integration (and hence the interdependence) of markets in
capital, goods, services of all types, and, of course, talent. See also David Held, Anthony McGrew, David
Goldblatt, and Jonathan Perraton, Global Transformations: Politics, Economics, and Culture (Cambridge,
who take a skeptical view of globalization (see, for example, Paul Hirst and Grahame Thompson,
Globalization in Question: The International Economy and the Possibilities of Governance, 2nd edition
(Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 2001) concede that there has been greater economic integration in larger
regional trading blocs, such as Europe, over recent decades.
need for highly skilled workers from around the world and boosts their ability to identify and access such workers.

• Governments’ role in mediating the decisions of both firms and individuals by shaping the conditions under which firms can broadly access global talent (and vice versa) has grown in importance. This reality has placed enormous responsibility on policymakers to define the terms of engagement between the other two protagonists properly, that is, in ways that do not undermine business decisions (and possibly interfere with firms’ abilities to succeed) yet keep in mind the broader societal interests with which governments are entrusted, such as building up their nation’s education and training institutions, enforcing rules about employment, etc.

• Finally, growing numbers of more- and less-skilled and qualified workers now think of themselves and behave as “global workers,” that is, they are both eager and better able to ply their talents and take up employment opportunities in a truly global marketplace.28

As noted, demand for skilled and highly skilled workers is thus increasing simultaneously with an expanding global talent pool. Firms seeking to attract such workers do not, however, operate in a social or ethical vacuum. Whether a company can legally recruit foreign talent depends very much on the availability of locally grown talent (who must have at least an opportunity to compete for any available job). Beyond that essential responsibility, governments must be responsive to employers’ labor needs, rather than simply adding undifferentiated foreign workers to a country’s human-capital pool.

The rest of this paper sets out a framework for thinking about the way nations (and the businesses and individuals that constitute them) can tap into needed talent wherever it may be found. We first outline how the interests of the three protagonists in human mobility — businesses, governments, and individuals — overlap and diverge. We then examine what public-sector policymakers can learn from global corporations’ recruitment strategies in a “borderless” talent pool — and how to apply these lessons to their immigration systems — before concluding by reflecting on the challenges heightened competition poses for all of us.

Our focus on the protagonists in human mobility explores three major questions:

• How do firms view and attract talent?
• What role can/does government play in attracting talent?
• How do the most talented individuals decide where to go?

---

III. How Businesses View Skilled and Highly Skilled Workers

Highly Skilled Workers, Growth, and Productivity

Global corporations rely significantly on skilled and highly skilled foreign workers and their recruitment strategies, reputations, and employment conditions also shape the attractiveness of a host country for potential highly skilled immigrants. In 2007, the foreign born constituted approximately 18 percent of the US workforce with a bachelor’s degree in science and engineering, 33 percent of those with a master’s degree, and 39 percent of those with a doctoral degree. 

Using a different but equally telling measure, in 2006, Singapore had approximately 90,000 skilled immigrants who constituted about 13 percent of its total foreign workforce of 670,000. Skilled foreign workers were estimated to have contributed 37 percent to Singapore’s GDP growth during the 1990s. And by a different measure yet, US multinational corporations, which employ talented foreign workers both in the United States and abroad, create 25 percent of total US output and account for a staggering 68 percent of US R&D expenditures despite comprising less than 1 percent of US firms.

Accessing global talent, then, is not just about employing foreign workers in a host country. Global corporations rely heavily on skilled and highly skilled workers regardless of nationality everywhere they operate. The most highly competitive firms make sophisticated value calculations in attracting the best talent. Banks, for example, have traditionally established foreign operations in leading financial centers, in part to gain access to the human capital, knowledge, and social and professional networks that different locations have to offer. Most obviously, senior-management talent is tracked and developed globally, as is talent responsible for innovation and creativity. More broadly, successful firms always think about ways to maximize value through international knowledge transfer, and foreign talent has become increasingly crucial to business competitiveness. Finally, global corporations move highly skilled professionals across borders through direct recruitment and intracompany transfers.

Accessing Global Talent

Firms access international talent in four major ways.

1. *Hiring locally.* Businesses recruit workers in local labor markets by using the standard recruitment techniques of posting job announcements, hosting informational
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29 MPI analysis of the US Census Bureau's 2007 American Community Survey.
sessions at their offices and on college campuses, participating in professional job fairs, and tapping into social networks, including those of university and firm alumni. Global firms employ these strategies to recruit both native and foreign-born applicants (such as international students or immigrants looking to change employers) already in the country.

2. **Hiring workers from abroad.** Unlike the previous approach, this one focuses on *bringing the talent to where the company operates*. Firms do so by sponsoring workers through temporary, provisional, or permanent migration processes. In practice, this presents a bit of a risk in that the hiring decision is based on less complete information about the candidate and incurs a cost for the employer, who has to pay for the candidate’s travel to the interview. Alternatively, firms can bring in foreign workers from subsidiaries abroad through an intracompany transfer, a much preferred way but one that cannot satisfy all of a company’s talent needs. Or they can actively engage in a two-step immigration process by creating the equivalent of an investor’s “diversified portfolio” with an office located in a country that is more flexible in terms of immigration processes and from which they can then transfer talented personnel to other destinations. In many ways, Microsoft Corporation’s September 2008 launch of its first Canadian development center in Richmond, British Columbia — which employs 300 staff from 45 countries who work on over half of Microsoft’s products — fits that mold well. The Canadian center, just 130 miles north of Microsoft’s Seattle headquarters, also opens up two immigration routes into the United States for the company: intracompany transfers and access to the TN work visa created by the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).

3. **Looking abroad for talent.** Firms can also access global talent by building operations abroad where they can access a critical mass of talented individuals, for example, in the high-tech industrial clusters that have developed near metropolises throughout many East and Southeast Asian countries. Among them are science-based industrial parks such as Hsinchu south of Taipei, Taiwan; the Zhongguancun Science Park in Beijing; Zhangjian in Shanghai; and, of course, the Indian city of Bangalore. While these parks and similar research hubs are supposed to serve multiple purposes — most important among them for the host government is attracting successful nationals back to their home country with first-rate research facilities and many privileges — they also serve as recruitment grounds for global firms because they have critical masses of talent. The increasingly global nature of the still relatively few but very competitive companies thus allows employers to recruit and employ

---


35 Microsoft has similar centers in Boston, Massachusetts; Bellevue, Washington; North Carolina; Ireland; and Denmark. Full R&D centers are located in the United Kingdom, India, China, and Silicon Valley. Microsoft Corporation, “Microsoft Opens Development Center in Richmond, British Columbia,” (news release, September 10, 2008), http://www.microsoft.com/presspass/features/2008/sep08/0910canada.mspx.

36 In practice, firms taking this route will also have other business-strategy considerations in mind (such as proximity to production and distribution hubs and, of course, consumption hubs).

37 Pankaj Ghemawat argues that the world is in a semiglobalized state where only 10 to 20 percent of investment and economic activity occurs across borders. The impact of such global corporations, however,
talent wherever they can find it. This includes companies establishing operations abroad to take themselves to the talent, an option that may also present a cost saving, particularly during the early stages of deployment abroad.  

4. **Accessing global talent in developed-country operations directly.** Finally, firms can bypass government immigration systems altogether and tap talent by outsourcing and off-shoring a wide range of tasks to workers abroad, particularly if this leads to cutting costs without loss in either quality or productivity. Such outsourcing has been expanding into what economist Alan Blinder calls “impersonally delivered” services, such as various forms of college teaching, accounting, banking and financial services, medical services (including radiology), research, publishing services of all forms (including editing), and many other services that until recently had been thought of as “tied down” in both time and space. Unlike most “personally delivered” services, which include most medical and legal services but also occupations such as cooks, plumbers, and hair dressers, the circle of impersonally delivered services keeps expanding, causing some to discern a trend toward more types of skilled and highly skilled service-sector jobs being “off-shorable.” This emerging reality puts additional pressure on national educational and training systems to produce more workers who “learn how to learn,” rather than ones just with a particular set of skills, and fits easily into our narrative about the relentless globalization of workforces.

As these strategies and their many variants indicate, accessing global talent is not just a question of bringing foreign workers to the host country. The ability to access talent is an important factor in a firm’s decision about where to locate its operations. Research conducted by the US National Academy of Sciences confirms this finding by pointing out that over the past two decades, companies have made major R&D investments in countries partly to tap into concentrated pools of talented specialists, often at lower cost. For example, in the biotechnology sector, the United States remains the dominant player in all R&D; in the personal-computing sector, component-led R&D takes place in the United States and Japan, whereas applied R&D and platform development occurs in Taiwan; in the flat-panel display industry, R&D has followed production from the United States to Japan, Korea, and is very large. See Pankaj Ghemawat, *Redefining Global Strategy: Crossing Borders in a World Where Differences Still Matter* (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Business School Press, 2007).

38 Cost savings begin to disappear when R&D teams become truly multinational and include significant staff transfers from headquarters.


Taiwan, and now takes place in mainland China; in the lighting industry, R&D has shifted completely from the United States and Europe to Southeast Asia.\footnote{Jeffrey T. Macher and David C. Mowry, eds., \textit{Innovation in Global Industries: US Firms Competing in a New World (Collected Studies)} (Washington, DC: The National Academies Press, 2008).}

\section*{IV. How Governments View Skilled and Highly Skilled Workers}

In most ways, government policymakers and employers share the same goal: to bring productive, talented workers into the labor market and maximize their economic value. However, government policymakers’ interests are broader than individual employers’ focus on filling vacancies. They must balance multiple, and often competing, considerations. For instance, they must focus on creating and preserving opportunities for native and other domestic workers to obtain good jobs while recognizing that failures in the educational and public-sector training systems that they oversee, together with demographic imbalances and skills mismatches and shortages, may make it difficult for employers to recruit qualified workers from the domestic workforce. Policymakers also must take into account the positive spillovers from the presence of qualified foreign workers and the entrepreneurial contributions such workers may make in setting up companies and creating more jobs. Hence government policymakers are amenable, and in increasing numbers of cases even eager, to pursue foreign talent regardless of country of origin.

In this section, we look more specifically into demographic change and imperatives, skill mismatches and shortages, human capital spillovers, and entrepreneurship.

\subsection*{Demographic Change and Imperatives}

Over the coming decades, virtually all industrialized countries will experience native workforce declines, though of different levels and at different rates; some of these countries will also see their total populations decrease.\footnote{In 2005, Japan experienced population decline. See Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare, “A Summary of Future Population Estimates as of 2007,” \url{http://www.mhlw.go.jp/topics/2007/bukyoku/seisaku/04.html}. In 2006, eight of the EU-27 (Germany, Poland, Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Bulgaria, and Romania) also experienced population decreases. See Rainer Münz, \textit{Migration, Labour Markets, and Integration of Migrants: An Overview for Europe} (Washington, DC: The World Bank, 2008). Without immigration, Western and Central Europe’s labor force of 227 million in 2005 would decline to 201 million in 2025 and to 160 million in 2050. See Jeff Dayton-Johnson, Louka T. Katseli, Gregory Maniatis, Rainer Münz, and Demetrios Papademetriou, \textit{Gaining from Migration: Towards a New Mobility System} (Paris: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2007).} Falling birth rates and aging populations account for these changes although the effect of each will vary from country to country.

Birth rates for many European and East Asian countries have been plummeting. For some, such as those for most Mediterranean and Eastern European EU Member States, as well as Japan, the trend has been both long and sharp. The number of births per year in Bulgaria, Italy, Spain, and Japan has declined for at least three decades since the 1970s (United
As a result, their birth-supported new-worker pipeline is woefully inadequate to meet these countries’ labor-market needs in the years and decades ahead. In fact, the European Union estimates that under current assumptions about labor force participation rates, retirement decisions, productivity, and the like, the EU-27 labor force by 2025 will have shed about 25 million workers. This explains the European Union’s intensifying interest in various forms of migration and, more specifically, in skilled migration.

As Figure 1 makes clear, the predicament is uneven. But for those countries with the lowest fertility, the effects will come sooner and will be deeper — and the need for action will be most urgent. Of course, the primary policy response cannot be migration because of the massive cultural reaction to the numbers that would be required. Also, any permanent immigrants would eventually age out of the workforce and contribute to the overall problem.

Only responses that use multiple policy levers simultaneously might be able to address such a socially and economically complicated issue. Among them are getting more work out of the existing population, particularly women and immigrants and their offspring; changing the retirement age and rethinking how retirement schemes operate; restructuring the economy to increase labor-market flexibility and devising incentives for postretirement, part-time work; trying to change fertility behavior gradually through multiple forms of incentives, a particularly difficult task for what may have become a new normal (having few or no children); and, of course, increasing migration flows.44

---

If long-term fertility declines are not a real challenge for some countries (such as France, the United Kingdom, the United States, and Canada, to mention a few) the other end of life’s continuum, aging and increased longevity, provides its own predicaments. All advanced industrial societies share the dilemmas of aging as they confront the retirement of their baby boomers. As Figure 2 shows, the biggest challenge of the upcoming massive increases in the ranks of the old and the very old in wealthy societies is, once more, its effect on labor markets. Aging populations also have massive implications for health support and retirement systems, both of which rely on tax receipts from workers to stay solvent. Hence the importance of Figure 2’s five-year interval calculations of the tax burden on active workers.
Figure 2. Projected Old-Age Dependency Ratios for Selected Countries, 2005 to 2025

Note: The old-age dependency ratio is the ratio of the population age 65 and older to the population ages 15 to 64, multiplied by 100. Accordingly, in 2025, the United States is projected to have 28 people over the age of 65 for every 100 working-age people. In other words, in the United States, which has a “pay-as-you-go” retirement system, the taxes of about 3.5 workers will have to support a retired person.


Skills Mismatches, Shortages, and High-Growth Fields

Demographic change, skills and locational mismatches, labor shortages, and rapid expansion in some areas of the economy (such as the entire health and eldercare sectors) make it difficult for employers to find as many domestic skilled and highly skilled workers as they need. When that happens, most policymakers are willing (some become even keen) to complement their workforces with qualified immigrants.

A number of developed countries have designed their immigration systems to target immigrant admissions to sectors with high demand for workers. Importantly, many of these “occupations in demand” are skilled and highly skilled. According to Australia’s most recent Migration Occupations in Demand List (MODL),\(^{45}\) for instance, the country seeks

engineering managers, accountants, architects, civil engineers, dentists, and general electricians. Half of the occupations on the shortage list are professional occupations.  

Other efforts, however, are full of bureaucratic requirements that make the analyst wonder whether the endeavor has been designed to attract talent or simply to allow bureaucrats to check off the box marked “we are also players” in these sweepstakes. It is the latter that best defines the European Union’s version of its entry into the talent race. (Several EU Member States already have skilled immigration programs, which may explain their lack of enthusiasm for EU-wide legislation in this area.)

The European Union is in the final stages of adopting a Blue Card, to be activated in 2011, to be made available to highly qualified workers seeking to work in the Union. The European Parliament has already voted in favor of the proposal, leaving the step of adopting the directive to the Justice and Home Affairs Council of the European Union. Under the proposed directive, applicants must meet numerous requirements, such as possessing a valid work contract or a job offer of at least one year; satisfying the national conditions to work in the regulated profession for which they apply; proving they possess relevant higher professional qualifications or at least five years of professional experience in the occupation or sector in which they intend to work (two of these years must be in a senior position); and being offered a gross salary of at least 1.7 times the average national gross monthly or annual wage, and at least equal the wages of a comparable worker from that country. However, only EU Member States can decide whether the prospective applicant or the employer applies for the Blue Card and whether they wish to admit a qualified applicant or not.

Governments also seek to attract talented workers directly in order to grow certain economic sectors projected to expand. For example, New Zealand has designated “future growth areas” that are considered important for the nation’s prosperity and in which training


47 A highly qualified job is one in which an individual is directed and remunerated by another individual and for which a higher educational degree or higher professional competence is required.


50 The Blue Card would be initially valid either for three years and renewable for at least another two or for the duration of the work contract plus six months. Those who lose their jobs would have three months to find a new one while those who complete two years under a Blue Card would be allowed to look for employment in another EU Member State and bring their families with them if that Member State admits them. After three years of continuous legal residence as a Blue Card holder in a Member State, the individual could apply for permanent residence in the European Union.

workers from scratch is a difficult and long-term process that often requires fundamental and difficult-to-achieve changes in a country’s education system.\textsuperscript{52}

An example from the health field demonstrates the point most directly. Virtually all high-income countries and many middle-income ones do not produce nearly enough of the health professionals they need, and some are losing ground. Japan, which has one of the lowest physician densities per 1,000 people in the OECD, has seen the growth in the number of its practicing physicians drop dramatically over the last three decades — from 2.9 percent average annual growth between 1975 and 1990 to 1.2 percent per year between 1990 and 2005. Among OECD countries, only Portugal, France, Sweden, and Belgium have done worse. Portugal experienced the greatest decline, going from 6.4 percent to 1.3 percent growth for the same two periods.\textsuperscript{53} Foreign-born doctors represent large proportions of the growth in physician numbers throughout the OECD. Approximately half of the increase in the number of doctors in both the United Kingdom and the United States between 2000 and 2005 is estimated to have been due to foreign-trained doctors (France, New Zealand, and Sweden have also seen increases for the same reason). However, it is Ireland and Switzerland that have relied most heavily on foreign-trained doctors during the 2000-2005 period.\textsuperscript{54}

Figures 3 and 4 below, as well as Tables 1 and 2, tell extraordinary, if complex, stories of OECD countries’ reliance on medical personnel educated elsewhere and the even more extraordinary losses of such professionals by some of the world’s smallest and poorest countries.


\textsuperscript{54} Ibid.
Figure 3. Top 15 Countries of Origin of Foreign-Born Doctors in the OECD, 2000

Figure 4. Top 15 Countries of Origin of Foreign-born Nurses in the OECD, 2000

Table 1. 15 Countries with the Highest Emigration Rates for Nurses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country of birth</th>
<th>Emigration Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>94.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>87.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenada</td>
<td>87.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belize</td>
<td>81.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Vincent and the Grenadines</td>
<td>81.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guyana</td>
<td>81.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>78.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Kitts and Nevis</td>
<td>76.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antigua and Barbuda</td>
<td>74.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td>72.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>66.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominica</td>
<td>66.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samoa</td>
<td>62.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonga</td>
<td>58.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>56.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. 15 Countries with the Highest Emigration Rates for Doctors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country of birth</th>
<th>Emigration Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antigua and Barbuda</td>
<td>89.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenada</td>
<td>72.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guyana</td>
<td>72.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>63.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominica</td>
<td>60.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td>58.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>58.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Republic of Tanzania</td>
<td>55.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td>54.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>54.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook Islands</td>
<td>53.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Vincent and the Grenadines</td>
<td>53.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>53.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea-Bissau</td>
<td>49.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


But even countries with world-class educational institutions complement native talent with foreign-born talent for a variety of reasons, including gaining from their direct fiscal contributions through tuition and their contribution in helping to spur innovation. Moreover, policymakers at all levels have come to understand that upgrading education is a long-term process, but unmet demand needs to be addressed rapidly if key industries are to remain competitive in the global economy.

In sum, skilled and highly skilled immigration policies must work in tandem with steps to improve national education and training systems to produce world-class workforces if countries want to be and remain competitive in the 21st century.

**Entrepreneurialism, Human-Capital Spillovers, and Economic Development**

Highly skilled foreign workers make important contributions to the broader economy, not just to those who employ them. In fact, there is a growing literature on the strong role of diasporas, and particularly “knowledge” diasporas, in economic competitiveness. Economic geographers have long focused on the links between certain high-tech industrial clusters and diasporas, such as that between Silicon Valley and Indian immigrants.

The evidence also indicates that talented immigrants are responsible for a disproportionate proportion of startup businesses. A recent study shows that of just over 2,000 engineering and technology companies in Silicon Valley, a quarter were founded by immigrants.

---


percent of whom where Indians).\textsuperscript{57} Another study found that immigrants founded 39 percent of all California startups.\textsuperscript{58}

Diasporas can also contribute to the development of their countries of origin through remittances and other forms of investment, although for most countries, the evidence on the migration and development relationship (rather than the migration and poverty alleviation one) is rather mixed. Total remittances in 2008 amounted to an estimated US$375 billion, with those sent to developing countries comprising US$283 billion, or approximately 75 percent of the total. Tajikistan (46 percent), Moldova (38 percent), and Lesotho (29 percent) top the charts in terms of how much remittances contributed to GDP in 2008.\textsuperscript{59} India (US$30 billion), China (US$27 billion), and Mexico (US$24 billion — $1 billion less than in 2007) have the highest amounts of remittances transferred from a foreign country in 2008. It is no surprise, then, that remittances and the role of diasporas have become the focus of endless migration policy discussions in countries across the world.

\section*{V. How the Highly Skilled View Work Choices in the Global Economy}

Firms want and need highly skilled and talented individuals to be competitive, and governments have an interest in facilitating the match. But what do the truly skilled and those with the “right” (and typically scarce) qualifications in the fields that are key to economic growth and competitiveness — the sciences, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) — want and need in return? And how do these sought-after individuals make decisions on when to move, where to work, and how to respond to recruitment efforts? This section examines immigrant selection through the eyes of highly skilled foreign-born professionals, that is, those who both “envisage” a global career\textsuperscript{60} and are most likely to have a choice of destinations — rather than those with run-of-the-mill paper credentials and experience who fill the ranks of applicants for one points selection system or another.

The immigrants who are the true focus of this paper — the highly skilled — migrate to take advantage of sometimes small opportunity differentials that may make a large difference in outcomes for them and their employer. And although wages matter, they do not drive the decision because the remuneration differentials for the most talented do not typically vary significantly. (US firms may be the exception in this regard.) The highly skilled also weigh a firm’s and the destination area’s human- and physical-capital infrastructure, the presence of


\textsuperscript{58} Duke University study cited in Tung, “Brain Circulation, Diaspora, and International Competitiveness.”


other talented workers, and what we call the “total immigration package” (that only governments can offer), as well as a host of other variables.

Our analysis is organized along three pathways and is laid out visually in Figure 5. The top half of the figure focuses on a series of “first-order” decision-making variables that we consider essential to the calculations most talented and highly skilled immigrants are likely to make in the process of deciding where to move. This cluster of variables has easily permeable boundaries that allow each variable to reinforce the others; we call them decision “drivers.”

Figure 5. A Highly Skilled Individual’s Decision-Making Calculus about Where to Emigrate

Our second group of variables (the “second-order” ones, in the bottom half of the figure) also influence the migration decision and are also able to cross boundaries — both vertically and horizontally. In most instances, however, they are not likely to determine the outcome. We call them decision “facilitators.”

And located between the two is what we call the “total immigration package,” that is, the sum total of immigration rules and conditions at destination that has a strong, if not determinative, effect on the decision-making process of prospective highly qualified foreign workers.

**Decision-Making Drivers**

The first driver, *opportunity*, is a primary motive for immigration. Highly skilled immigrants have made deep and often expensive (to them and their families) investments in developing their human capital. As a result, they want to get the best returns on these investments. It stands to reason that, like all “investors,” they will look for places where this can be accomplished best and fastest.

We call the second driver *capital infrastructure*. By that, we want to convey the importance of facilities that allow highly skilled immigrants to realize personal and professional goals. These might include research labs for scientists, great universities where the immigrant and his/her family might continue with their academic and professional development, availability/access to industrial clusters for high-tech entrepreneurs (a prerequisite for the essential transitions from scientific innovation, to product development, to market), and even such intangibles as a sense of dynamism — that is that this is the crossroads where knowledge, creativity and transformation meet. California’s Silicon Valley probably is the best exemplar of that genre.

The third driver is the presence of, and access to, substantial numbers of *other talented professionals*, both in the same field but also in cognate and, increasingly, in complementary, disciplines. This matters a great deal because critical masses of highly educated and motivated workers from many disciplines — including workers from different ethnic, cultural, and educational backgrounds — create the synergies and multiplier effects that are thought to facilitate breakthroughs in research and product development. The presence of other talented individuals also provides opportunities to become integrated into crucial professional networks and enables the transformative environment that attracts new talented immigrants — in effect, creating, fueling, and replenishing the talent pools that energize the virtuous circles of progress and innovation.

As noted, our three drivers are mutually dependent and intentionally overlapping. For example, opportunity is fully integrated with the availability of ample human and physical capital infrastructure and the presence of pools of other talented professionals. And all three drivers contribute to the constant replenishment of a firm’s and an area’s human capital pool since they influence deeply both internal and international migration patterns by other highly skilled and motivated workers.

---

**Decision-Making Facilitators**

We discuss three variables that influence the decision about choosing a destination. Their effect will vary with the personal and professional circumstances of the prospective immigrant.

The first factor, the receiving society’s *social model*, will be important to every potential immigrant but would be of particular interest to persons contemplating a long stay and those with family. For those for whom a fair and generous social model is crucial, places like Canada and most of the European Union — with their universal health care systems, social partnerships (involving government, employers, and worker organizations), and strong social welfare traditions — might be particularly attractive. Strong norms (and regulations) about workplace conduct by employers (including rules about hiring and firing), as well as opportunities, even guarantees, of worker participation in key firm decisions, extensive unemployment protections and training and retraining opportunities, etc., also give many EU Member States decided advantages.

The second variable, *lifestyle and environmental factors*, typically refers to quality-of-life issues. Survey respondents, for instance, point to specific destinations’ environmental or cultural attributes as particularly relevant. In fact, the ability to market the lifestyle advantages, including the climate and natural beauty, of a country is and will continue to be important to a significant pool of applicants. Places like Australia and New Zealand are thought to be particularly appealing to many immigrants for precisely such reasons.

Finally, living in a *safe and tolerant* society, where the acceptance and even respect for diversity of language, ethnicity, race, and cultural and religious practices — and a welcoming environment toward immigration — are part of the national narrative, can be a very strong element of attraction, particularly given the growing intolerance of many societies. This suggests that the more traditional countries of immigration (the United States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand) fare much better on these grounds than almost any other single country, with Canada probably scoring the highest because of its constitutionally guaranteed and now deeply ingrained multiculturalism model. Once more, those intending long-term or permanent immigration, as well as those with families, will tend to place much greater emphasis on these factors than younger, single, foreign workers focused almost exclusively on advancing their career and building wealth and without a predetermined interest in permanent settlement in a particular country.

**The Total Immigration Package**

We now turn to the total immigration package a country makes available to the prospective immigrant — that is, the immigration rules that apply to them both upon and after entry and

---

the treatment they can expect while in the host country. The immigration package affects both a potential immigrant’s professional opportunities and his/her experience living in the host country. As Figure 5 indicates, we have positioned the package midway between the decision-making drivers and facilitators, making it important enough to exert strong influence in the decision about a destination choice but not necessarily a determinant of it.

We consider four elements of that package as most essential. The first two are explicitly tied to the receiving country’s immigration rules while the other two are tied more closely to the immigrant’s economic success and the quality of opportunities afforded his/her family.

The first element, that of clear, fair, and transparently applied immigration rules, takes the guessing game out of a foreigner’s relationship to the host country’s immigration system and what (s)he has to do to maintain his/her status. The ultimate goal is to have predictable outcomes in all immigration-related matters, an issue of supreme importance for people who are far away from familiar environments and must learn to negotiate multiple new norms. With immigration “surprises” out of the picture, immigrants know how to behave, what they can plan for, what investments to make, and how to handle unforeseen circumstances, such as an unexpected layoff or a contract or pay dispute. Considering the power asymmetries between employer and worker, knowing one’s immigration status rights and being able to exercise them can make all the difference between a life of uncertainty and fear and one of relative predictability and rules-based outcomes. In these regards, work visas that offer their holders the security of permanent residence up front are unsurpassed in terms of their value to foreign workers. And this value is irrespective of the individual immigrant’s ultimate decision about settlement and citizenship.

The second, and in many ways related, element of the total immigration package revolves around paths to permanent residency and citizenship. While it stands to reason that highly skilled immigrants, like all immigrants, value transparent rules for the transition between immigration statuses, as well as a clear path to citizenship, not all are eligible for such transitions. Some countries offer foreign workers temporary work visas without clear rules about or real prospects for taking the next immigration step — a policy that is most common of arrangements for less-skilled work and shorter-distance migration. The countries that practice this approach (such as Japan) do this precisely because they prefer to tap the labor market skills of immigrants without incorporating them into society in the long term. While this policy may make sense from the host’s perspective, it makes the country much less attractive for many prospective highly skilled immigrants and reduces the pool and quality of the accessible talent.

Other countries treat skilled and highly skilled foreign workers as prospective immigrants and offer them an initially temporary work visa but put them on a path to permanent residency. That is, the initial visa allows its holder to transition into permanent status. We call these “provisional status” visas. 64 This approach is increasingly common and we expect it to become the dominant work visa model, by far, as more countries open their labor markets up to skilled and very skilled foreign workers. Provisional visas combine relative

---

64 See Doris Meissner, Deborah W. Myers, Demetrios G. Papademetriou, and Michael Fix, Immigration and America’s Future: A New Chapter (Washington, DC: Migration Policy Institute, 2006); and the authors’ “Hybrid Systems,” this volume.
certainty with flexibility, and in the age of mobility, qualified foreigners will expect nothing less. Increasing interest in qualified immigrants by more and more countries will make such visas the *minimum* requirement for attracting the highly skilled workers needed/wanted by firms and competitive economies.

Other countries offer permanent residence visas up front and treat their holders as prospective citizens. This approach is still limited primarily to the traditional countries of immigration, although these countries also employ the provisional status visa model with growing frequency. And as interest in the most talented immigrants intensifies, we believe that more and more countries will find that offering permanent status up front will be what is expected by the most sought-after would-be immigrants. Absent that, and as interim measures, simple, clear and transparently applied processes for the transition from temporary to permanent status65 (as well as dual citizenship) are likely to be a strong asset in the quest to attract and retain skilled workers.

In many ways, these three approaches to work visas comport with the plans of most would-be immigrants. Some, often the less skilled, may be content with work visa arrangements that are temporary in nature, especially if the visas are multi-year and/or renewable. Others may well be satisfied with a provisional work visa. Most, however, will continue to have longer-term ambitions — such as the ability to transition from one status to another, to switch employers (work permit and visa portability), or to embark on the path to citizenship.

The third factor under the total immigration package focuses on the recognition of foreign credentials. An immigrant’s high human capital guarantees neither economic outcomes on par with educational attainment and professional experience nor smooth integration into the labor market and broader society. Research on the labor-market outcomes for highly skilled immigrants chosen through points selection systems and/or entering through the family and refugee/asylum immigration streams indicates that they tend to have higher unemployment rates and lower earnings compared to similarly qualified natives.66 One reason for this gap is the reluctance among employers to accept educational credentials, licenses, and job experiences acquired outside of the host country.67 As a result, the recognition of foreign credentials is a key component of a potential migrant’s chances of doing well in the host country and of the host society’s gaining more from migration.

Not recognizing foreign-earned credentials has a substantial economic cost. For example, Australia estimates that it incurred a loss of AU$100 million to AU$350 million in 1990 because it did not recognize foreign degrees for some 200,000 immigrants.68 Similarly,

65 The United States’ H-1B (“specialty occupation”) and L-1 (“intracompany transferee”) visas are temporary visas that allow the holder to apply for permanent residency while being on that visa. They should not be seen, however, as exemplars of the criteria called for here.
67 See the authors’ “Hybrid Immigrant-Selection Systems.”
Canadian estimates suggest that the economic impact of immigrant skill underutilization amounts to CAN$2 billion annually.\textsuperscript{69} In the United States, legal permanent residents with US college degrees are three times more likely to work in high-skilled jobs than those with foreign degrees, and 20 percent of those with at least a bachelor’s degree earned abroad work in unskilled jobs or are jobless.\textsuperscript{70} Policymakers thus need to address the discounting of foreign credentials not only in order to improve the economic outcomes for highly skilled immigrants (thereby attracting qualified immigrants and strengthening their ability to integrate economically) but also to avoid “brain waste.”\textsuperscript{71}

A detailed recitation and analysis of possible solutions to this problem is beyond this essay’s remit. Among the most promising ideas, however, are credential-recognition schemes which provide the information that employers need to make decisions on hiring workers with foreign qualifications when and where they need it. Canada, Australia, and the United Kingdom, for example, have set up bodies that “translate” foreign credentials for prospective employers.\textsuperscript{72} But even the most sophisticated credential-recognition systems have flaws, not least the inability fully to capture all skills obtained abroad. Consequently, having obtained education or experience in the host country remains one of the best predictors of success in this difficult policy (and ethical) area and an important driver in an immigrant’s choice of destination.

Another approach is to give employers a direct role in immigrant selection and to focus regulatory and enforcement resources instead on the terms and conditions under which foreign workers are employed. The definitive expression of this approach is found in the US “attestation” system discussed in detail in another of this volume’s essays.\textsuperscript{73} This overcomes the problem of discounting credentials because employment is confirmed before migration takes place. An alternative strategy yet involves requiring that credentials be recognized as part of the immigration application process: skilled workers who have not had their credentials “translated” would thus not be eligible for admission. Australia does that and the EU’s Blue Card envisions a similar requirement. But although such policies may improve some immigrants’ labor market and economic mobility outcomes once they arrive, they cannot capture the “soft skills” and experiences that employers value — while making the application process more arduous and reducing the pool of those willing to apply.

An additional issue often associated with the underutilization of skills is the ability to speak the host’s language well. Although more common in lower skilled migration, it is nonetheless also a factor with many skilled and even some highly skilled immigrants, especially those going to non-English speaking countries. Hence, testing language skills before offering a visa and language assistance after immigration have caught the attention of policymakers.

\textsuperscript{70} Jeanne Batalova and Michael Fix, Uneven Progress: The Employment Pathways of Skilled Immigrants in the United States, (Washington DC: Migration Policy Institute, 2008).
\textsuperscript{71} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{72} The European Union, under the Bologna Process, has committed itself to harmonizing the recognition of degrees, study periods, and academic grades — but only across its Member States.
\textsuperscript{73} See the authors’ “Hybrid Immigrant-Selection Systems.”
everywhere. Countries like the United Kingdom, for instance, require a mandatory level of English language fluency before an applicant is eligible under the points system, thus making the absence of English language competence a bar to admission. Australia rewards, but does not require, English fluency. And the United States imposes no language requirement, leaving these matters up to the employer/sponsor.

But while fluency in the host-country language is an excellent predictor of labor market success, some talented immigrants can still operate effectively even if lacking complete fluency before entry. This is particularly the case in occupations where technical skills and knowledge are more important than language. Of course, countries in which English is the official or mainstream language have an edge: they can tap into a larger pool of applicants proficient in the language. For instance, a major reason why Singapore is able to attract highly skilled migrants more successfully than Japan is language; Singapore uses English as the main language of government and business, while countries like Japan and Germany do not, potentially deterring foreign workers.

Yet if governments wish to avail themselves of all talented foreigners they can get, they might wish to focus on facilitating language acquisition programs. This would make their country more attractive to some highly skilled immigrants with relatively few language skills. And some countries are moving in that direction — in effect adding to the “total immigration package” assistance with language acquisition. Canada, for example, launched an enhanced language training initiative in 2003 with the explicit purpose of attracting highly skilled immigrants and integrating them into the labor market. The program provides partial funding for employers and other organizations that wish to provide language training to immigrant workers. Under a related program, Canada also makes language tuition available to immigrants’ families. Australia recently announced plans offering incentives to businesses that allow limited English proficient workers take English lessons at the worksite during work hours.

Such investments have important direct and indirect effects. They can attract new highly skilled immigrants whose language skills may be weak; they can serve to integrate existing immigrants into the labor force more completely; they can assist with the long-term social integration of immigrants; they can send a signal to employers that they can employ a well-qualified immigrant with limited language skills in the knowledge that assistance “is on the

74 The recognition that China is likely to become a major economic power, however, has pushed many non-Chinese speakers to learn Chinese.
way;” and they can treat opportunities for language tuition as a component of their “total immigration package.”

The final factor in the total immigration package is opportunities for family members. Family (re)unification is a crucial component of international migration and skilled and highly skilled admissions are no exception. It is to be expected, then, that the immigration package becomes substantially more attractive if a potential immigrant is permitted to bring immediate family members to the destination country and they are offered the tools to grow and thrive. But while spouses are often allowed to accompany an immigrant employee, many countries do not allow them to enter up front or have long waiting periods before visas become available. And in almost all countries, spouses are not permitted to work or when they are they find it difficult to gain employment in their professions. The issue’s importance is underlined by lobbying efforts from business groups for governments to allow spouses and partners of expatriate employees to work legally. In fact, senior HR professionals in global corporations place immigration-status transitions, including the flexibility, efficiency, and responsiveness of the visa system, and the associated rights of family members on top of their concerns when it comes to skilled and highly skilled immigration. Policymakers might consider creative ways to maximize value in this area — from easing spouses’ routes into work or volunteering, to setting selection criteria that value spouses’ skills and experience.

VI. What Can Policymakers Learn From Business Strategies?

Both firms and government policymakers need to partner if they are to successfully recruit the workers from abroad that firms and the broader economy require. In this section, we explore in more detail a number of business strategy concepts that governments can use to adjust their immigration policies.

Creating Value for the Customer

Successful global firms look beyond what the competition offers and consider more broadly what their customers need and value. Therefore, when considering what kind of immigration package they might offer, policymakers should not just opt for matching or outdoing the conditions offered by another country, such as offering tax concessions (as Denmark and several other countries do), cutting the time required before applying for citizenship, or

---


80 For instance, in 2006, nearly two-thirds of the immigration flows to the United States and France, over half the immigration flows to Italy and Sweden, and 44 percent of immigration to OECD countries were family-based admissions. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. International Migration Outlook SOPEMI 2008 (Paris: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2008).

81 Permits Foundation, “About Us,” http://www.permitsfoundation.com/sponsors.htm. This organization has lobbied with some success in a number of countries. These include France, Ireland, Brazil, and Hong Kong.

reducing visa processing times. Instead, policymakers need to ask themselves “what package will attract the kind of immigrant we need?” For example, if a government wants highly skilled workers to stay for several years, family reunification and work authorizations for spouses are likely to be essential.

This line of thought could be extended further to provide greater “tailoring” to the circumstances of different nationalities and skill groups. At present, the package offered to skilled foreigners is largely undifferentiated. In the future, governments might look to attract the most skilled migrants by taking a page out of the calculus they make when trying to attract foreign investors — that is, by setting conditions based on the value of what the investor is offering. Governments could thus vary the overall configuration of immigration packages according to criteria such as the subject matter and level of degree attained, one’s professional accomplishments, and years of experience in the immigrant’s field of specialization. (The United States does so both in its EB-1 permanent visa category and its “O” temporary but unlimited duration visa for outstanding immigrants.) These are also the attributes that determine a firm’s pay and relocation package for the most qualified.

**Going Where the Client Is**

Rather than operate a global business from a single headquarters, large corporations have long set up thriving regional headquarters in targeted markets. This lesson has not been lost on leading US universities. For instance, the Qatar Foundation for Education, Science, and Community Development, established in 1995 by the Emir of Qatar, founded Education City, a 2,500-acre campus that provides students the opportunity to pursue in Qatar bachelor’s and professional degrees from major American universities such as Georgetown University School of Foreign Service, Cornell Medical School, or Carnegie Mellon University. And more top US universities are following suit as they have come to understand that while students from the Middle East and other regions may wish to pursue a US education, many are reluctant to travel to the United States in the post-9/11 political environment. (Leading non-US universities are following the same course.) In this sense, educational institutions are expanding their presence by taking themselves to where the market and local talent are, thinking both about market share in the education industry and creating additional pools of talent for access both by local and global firms.

**Marketing**

Many governments have come to understand that if they are to attract the highly skilled workers their economies need they must market their country successfully to potential immigrants. And many do, with initiatives ranging from passive ones, such as setting up websites and advertising quality-of-life aspects of their countries, to extremely active ones,

---


84 Awarded degree programs include: Carnegie Mellon University in Qatar (bachelor’s degree in business administration or computer science); Texas A&M University at Qatar (bachelor’s degree in chemical, electrical, mechanical, and petroleum engineering); Virginia Commonwealth University School of the Arts in Qatar (bachelor’s degree in communication design, fashion design, or interior design); and Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar (pre-med degree and doctor of medicine).
such as sponsoring job fairs abroad and the like. Australia and Canada have been leaders in this regard, as has New Zealand. Furthermore, when a given source country has an edge in a particular field (for example India in IT, or China in many science fields), governments may need to consider how different parts of the immigration package (for example, assistance with recognizing or certifying credentials, or offering language assistance) will appeal to each group. This means governments might consider tailoring their marketing strategies to meet the demands of and create value for people with different language skills, religions, professional interests, and nationalities.

**Branding**

Finally, recruitment and a firm’s success are mutually dependent. On the one hand, a firm relies on a good brand to attract workers. On the other, good workers will build up the firm’s success, and hence its brand. In the same way, countries hoping to attract global-level talent will need to establish *and maintain* a reputation as an attractive destination. A reputation for protecting immigrants’ rights, in addition to strong job opportunities and a transparent visa application process, will increase a country’s appeal to prospective workers. Canada, for instance, has a strong edge in these regards. At the other end of the attractiveness spectrum, the tightening of US visa regulations, the significant narrowing of civil liberties, and the seemingly indiscriminate targeting of many national groups after 9/11 led to dramatic declines in applications to American universities from (and the issuance of visas to) nationals from Arab and Muslim countries, suggesting that the American “brand” was, temporarily at least, in retreat. The remarkable growth in foreign student populations registered by other English-speaking countries cannot be separated from this branding problem the United States has experienced.

**VII. Conclusion and Challenges Ahead**

As interest in skilled and highly skilled workers grows, the firms and countries that try to entice them to move will have to adjust both their thinking and their highly skilled immigration policies. Specifically, the emphasis by today’s and perhaps tomorrow’s immigration policymakers is, and may well continue to be, on *selection mechanisms*. Absent a worldwide depression with its accompanying rise in economic nationalism of various forms, the immigration policy focus a decade or more from now is likely to be more on *ways to attract the qualified immigrants that competitive firms and national economies will need*. And while the overwhelming majority of the talent the truly competitive economies will need then will once again have to be home grown — suggesting the need for radical reforms in the way countries educate, train, and retrain their nationals — immigrants will be even more important than they are today in rounding out the skills mismatches and age and locational gaps that demography will exacerbate.

---


While none of this will be easy, it also need not be unnecessarily painful. Bringing student and worker preparation systems together with thoughtful immigrant-selection processes that emphasize the importance of using well and adding value to the human capital skilled immigrants bring — and focusing on building up the qualities that make for better integrated if diverse societies — is both a worthwhile and an essential enterprise. And it helps a great deal to understand and act upon the knowledge that in pursuing these worthwhile goals in a coherent and systematic way, the interests of the three protagonists in the global market for talent — business, governments, and skilled and highly skilled individuals — are in most cases closely aligned.

Business and government share the goal of developing an economy of highly skilled workers, both native and foreign-born. Business and well-qualified individuals share an interest in taking advantage of the physical and human capital infrastructure that competitive firms and dynamic societies create to maximize the return on their investment and human capital respectively. Government policymakers and foreign-born workers both want to maximize the potential for the successful economic and social integration of the latter into the host country. With the connection between effective integration and economic outcomes now well established, and more governments building integration criteria into their immigrant selection systems, the dividends will be seen in maximizing the returns of the human capital immigrants bring both for the society and for the immigrants themselves.

In closing, and with an eye to the future, it may be worth emphasizing again two points that have been made already but may need reinforcing. The skilled and highly skilled migration “game” is extremely dynamic. More and more players are entering it every year and all but one of the veteran players are deeply committed to constant innovation and adaptation. So, what does the future portend?

Two observations may be worth making in that regard. The first is the more provocative, by far, and posits that in the next decade or two, the hunt for world-class talent will no longer be the near-exclusive domain of the most developed states. The “new player” will be one that is already trying to compete in keeping or reclaiming its own talent, as well as in attracting talent from elsewhere: Asia. Led by but not limited to China and India, Asia may raise the bar of competition with North America and the European Union for skilled and highly skilled workers to levels unimagined today. The ground for this to occur has been well prepared. A systematic effort to facilitate and sustain migration flows within Asia has been underway for a while now. And in recent years, noticeable numbers of American, British and Australian professionals have migrated to Asia, in particular to Singapore and Hong Kong, where employment and career prospects are good and salaries are similar to those offered in OECD countries.

87 The United States is the lone exception and as a result has a deeply dysfunctional system with sclerotic procedures — and yet continues to find ways to remain the most attractive destination for most immigrants regardless of skills while receiving the overwhelming plurality of all skilled and highly skilled workers.

The second observation is already very much in evidence but, other things being equal,89 we expect it to grow enormously in size and importance in the next two decades: *investments by and the return migration of talented diasporas are likely to grow mightily.* As discussed earlier, China has been extremely active in wooing its more successful nationals to return by establishing job centers for returning Chinese students, changing its laws, and offering well-qualified returnees enticements such as access to excellent laboratories and membership in elite academic circles. China’s entry into the World Trade Organization in 2001 has also encouraged many of the most competitive global corporations to set up foreign operations in China, and large numbers already have done so — thus creating another attraction pole for high-quality talent in the region. A similar narrative applies to India where the government has introduced policies to facilitate the recruitment of IT professionals across the world and to engage its diaspora in helping to move its economy forward.

These developments beg the question whether today’s most developed countries will have to compete with many of today’s emerging and middle-income countries for global talent in the next decade or two? Once more, other things being equal, the answer is a resounding “yes.”

89 The reference is to two partially intertwined uncertainties: the depth and length of the economic downturn and the political stability of China and the Southeast Asia region.
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